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New map for BIW redevelopment unveiled
By David Nordby
The Brillion News
______________________________
BRILLION – Brillion Works
LLC, the group established by Ariens
Co to purchase the former Brillion
Iron Works foundry with the city,
now has a conceptual map in place
for its redevelopment plan for part of
the site.
The group’s plans for the first
phase of redevelopment is both transformative and imaginative.
Phase one includes the overhaul
of four original Brillion Iron Works
buildings, the restoration of Spring
Creek with an 11-acre park and a new
mixed-use building.
A new road, Parkway Drive, will
run from south from Highway 10
through the redeveloped area, and
has been approved by the Department of Transportation (DOT).
The first phase is a segment bor-

With environmental remediation and demolition in the rearview mirror, the former Brillion Iron Works site will soon begin
to see the first construction projects for the transformative project. (Craig Orth photo)
dered by Pine Street (extended) to
the north, North Francis Street to the
west and the new Parkway Drive to
the east.
While everything on the map is
pending, additional development
plans for the site include the ex-

pansion of the city’s trail system
and Horn Park, public greenspaces,
restaurants, office spaces, an amphitheater, hotels and apartments or
other residential living, and a STEM
area that area schools could use.
“We’re trying to [create] a new

gateway here from the east into the
city,” Mark Olsen, vice president with
AriensCo, said.
The project will mix old, new and
nature across one massive space.
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Spring Creek
The group has deemed the restoration of Spring Creek a crucial step
before almost anything else happens
around it. The stream is planned to
be a central feature running through
the development with public access
along its entire length.
“It’s a critical step because …
we need to daylight the stream so
we’re really in full restoration of the
stream bed,” Ariens said.
The stream’s natural state has
been long gone underneath concrete slabs and a box culvert. First
the concrete floors over the top of
the creek will be removed followed
by the concrete culvert that allowed

(Craig Orth photo)
the stream to pass under the original
BIW property. Both will be removed
with steps beginning hopefully this
calendar year.
Ariens says the Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) is excited about the stream’s return to its
natural state. The DNR has worked
closely with Ariens and the city on
the site.
“What gives them most excitement is seeing a stream like that reopened,” Ariens said. “It will bring a

beauty to the whole site as well.”
The stream will eventually be
repurposed with grasses, trees and
wildflowers. A group from Oregon
is assisting with the restoration process.
A trail system will be incorporated and connect with the existing
trail in the city.
“We would want to follow the
stream with the trail,” Olsen said.
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History stored
The historic buildings at the site
are what excites AriensCo President
and CEO Dan Ariens the most about
the project.
“I’m kind of a history buff so
I like being able to bring back the
bones of these old buildings that are
pretty cool,” Ariens said.
The buildings saved are the original foundry building from 1910, the
brick office building on the corner of
Francis Street and Park Avenue, the
DISA building and a barrel-roofed
building on Park Avenue. “That will
be an interesting landmark kind of
statement and I think it will help
flow into the whole activated park
area,” Ariens said.
Ariens says that there was some
consideration to remove all original
structures during planning.
“We looked at if we razed the
whole site including the office and
everything. In a lot of ways that
would have been a lot easier. It
would have been giving us a clean
slate,” Ariens said.
In that scenario, the layout, including new streets, would have
been completely different than what
will eventually be created. Ariens
opted that preserving history should
be part of the project.
“I just think the whole character
of Brillion is really set in some of
those buildings. I think the history
of Brillion and its founding, even
before the foundry, there’s some
statements in those buildings that
help us pause and reflect on the people that worked and came before us
that built this city. That doesn’t just
mean the Ariens family, that means
every family that put work into these
companies,” Ariens said.
The old dairy building is also on
the site. It was built at a distinct angle, so it could line up with the old
railroad.
“I think that’s a really cool structure. It sits there by itself. I’d like to
see what we can do to make that into
a really interesting [event or restaurant space]. I’d love to see, because
it’s going to be part of that park,
how can that dairy building become
somebody’s pizza place or somebody’s restaurant,” Ariens said. “I
just think that building’s going to be
a really interesting statement if we
remodel it and bring it back to life.”
The intent for the DISA building
is to convert it into a hotel or apart-
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Specific construction projects
could be announced as soon as this
summer. If all goes according to
plan, new construction could be
started by September.

“Now we can save some of that
history through keeping the buildings and whatever we’re going to get
done there to also enhance the caption of that history. I think it’s very
important because I think down the
road Brillion can be more of a place
where people would want to come
and visit,” Edinger said.

N FRANCIS STREET
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ment.
“The structure of the building is
very well built and we think it can
easily, from an engineering standpoint, be used for either one of those
purposes much more efficiently than
taking it down and starting over,”
Olsen said.
A building just near the potential hotel/apartment was built in a
letter-L shape and was built in 1910,
believed to be the earliest building.
“That’s the one we look at from
the Ariens family perspective and
we believe that is the remnants of
the first foundry that Henry Ariens
built, so our plan is to save that,” Olsen said.
Olsen says it will take quite a
bit of work to be turned into something new. He says the group is not
yet sure if it could serve as a farmer’s market or other event gathering
spot.
“It has some interesting structural design that can be repurposed. I
also think it serves as a positive reminder of the foundry and where it
got started and the roots of Henry
Ariens,” Olsen said.
The other original building, closer to Park Avenue, features the distinct barrel-roof.
“The roof is curved and the roof
members that hold the roof up are
these huge laminated curved beams
that are made out of wood. It’s absolutely beautiful. Even given its
age … it’s damn near new. It’s very
nice,” Olsen said. “We don’t have
a plan for it yet but because of it’s
unique character, we want to save
that building.”
Brillion Mayor Mel Edinger, like
Ariens and Olsen, has a fondness for
history.
“If you’re into history at all, I
think it’s a very good decision to
keep the buildings because Brillion
has such an exciting history,” Edinger said.
Edinger says the history of the
city includes how citizens helped industries like the Brillion Iron Works
grow.
“A lot of vision by the people that
came here and didn’t sit back and
feel sorry for themselves, but they
continued to work at getting better
and doing more things, being inventive,” Edinger said.
The “moving forward” mentality
that Edinger appreciates in the city’s
history can be part of the new Brillion Works site.
“It’s an important lesson for
youth today to know that when
things don’t go well, you have to get
back up and get back at it and get
work done and continue to strive to
move forward,” Edinger said.
Edinger says the history also
helps point a direction to the future.
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The group plans to apply for
grants to help alleviate the stream
restoration process.
“It’s more about sculpting and
designing and getting the right
planting in than it is physically moving things around. I don’t think it’s
going to be as complex as what we
originally thought about doing,” Olsen said.
Underneath the concrete slabs,
the water was unable to move freely
and created flooding.
“I don’t know that we’ll solve the
flooding problem but I think it will
certainly be better because when it
was flowing under the plant, it just
had a capacity that trapped it so you
were really setting up dams,” Ariens
said.

Project overview
Ariens says that he’s been told
the pace of the project is moving
along pretty fast. For him personally, he says, it is moving slower than
most projects he’s used to.
Ariens is exploring the need for
expanded daycare in the City of Brillion, not just for the city’s use, but
also for their own employees.
The well-rounded property development they envision could include healthcare options, including
additional nursing home options for
city residents.
Ariens and Olsen emphasize that
they’re all ears to listening to any
business or individual who has ideas
for the site.
“We are very much open to the

ideas from the rest of the community about what kinds of services or
businesses that they think that we
need to support the larger community,” Ariens said.
Ariens says he’s also looking for
people with goals of business expansion.
“We’re open to listening to anybody that has a business proposal to
expand in Brillion,” Ariens said.
Olsen says he envisions office
spaces being filled filled with workers like lawyers, investment advisors
and insurance companies.
“Someone that needs two or
three offices in a building,” Olsen
said.
Olsen has been on the Park and
Recreation Committee for the last
year to learn what the community
wants. They have incorporated an
amphitheater/event space into the
plan for things like live music.
Olsen says they are not in the
engineering portion of planning, so
they do not yet know if it would be a
flat space or a bowl with seating.
“The plan is to provide a nice
open area for those events to take
place with plenty of access for the
public,” Olsen said.
The stream and trail system
would be just beyond the amphitheater.
The phase one map was worked
on for four months and was done
with Ayres Associates.
Ayres did the environmental
work at the site, the site’s first major
hurdle, and has been a part of planning with the city and Ariens.
A concept design last year wasn’t
to the liking of the LLC, so they approached Ayres to work with them

further. They have also received assistance from planners in Denver,
Colo. and Wyoming, who both have
experience with large urban planning.
“All of this is with the hope that
we bring new industry and commercial activity into the development,”
Olsen said.
The local schools also play into
the planning. Olsen met with Brillion Superintendent Dominick
Madison last week to discuss a space
where the schools can go for STEM
projects.
“We’re interested in that it looks
aesthetically nice when it’s all done,
it’s not just a lot of hardscape. We
want a lot of greenspace there too,”
Olsen said.
Olsen says visitors will be able to
walk through the greenspaces, the
park and the trail.
“We’re really trying to create
a very unique area for the city and
something that the public can use all
the time,” Olsen said.
There are still plenty of unknowns, like the 21,000-square foot
building on Parkway Avenue has no
immediate plans. Olsen says he “has
some crazy ideas” for the space but
it could also be more offices or other
industries.
“It would have to be light manufacturing in that area, nothing
heavy,” Olsen said.
Olsen served as the park committee chairman in Ledgeview for
12 years and helped convert a 43acre area of farmland into what is
now known as Ledgeview Park and
another 17-acre space into a second park. Ledgeview Park includes
two bridges over the East River and
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a trail system. Baseball and soccer
fields were also a part of the project.
Olsen’s professional and personal experiences have helped him get
to this project.
“It’s my chance to use what I
know and to hopefully create something that many, many people will
use for a lot of years. For me it’s a
pleasure to be involved here,” Olsen
said, while also commending Ariens.
The nature portion of the project
is what excites Olsen most.
“The greenspace with the trail
and the water restoration, I just
think that brings such a dynamic unique piece of landscape to the
city,” Olsen said.
Olsen said he believes interest in
the city will increase once construction begins.
“Dan and I really feel that people
that drive by are going to see this
and they’re going to see what’s happening and they’re going to want to
be part of it. I think it can really be a
draw to the City of Brillion to bring
more people and more business
here,” Olsen said.
“When we get old and new mixes
of buildings built up, I just think this
whole part of Brillion is going to become a really exciting place,” Ariens
said.

City perspective
Edinger reiterates that once the
Brillion Iron Works closed in 2016,
it looked like a real possibility that it
would become an idle site.
“I’m glad Ariens is stepping forward to do this because otherwise
we would create a situation or a part
of the city that is just going to deteriorate and deteriorate and certainly

would downgrade the city,” Edinger
said. “That’s what’s exciting about
this is we can turn it around and
redevelop it with Ariens being the
leader in doing that all.”
Edinger says that grants have
helped and going forward, receiving
more grants is his biggest concern.
“The concern to the city is always
the financial issue,” Edinger said.
Edinger says that the long-term
planning of what the site will help
the city maintain its existing services.
“It certainly will help the city in
the long-term with the tax base to
support the services that we have,”
Edinger said. “We just need more
tax revenue to support all of the
services that we have, and I don’t
want to get into a situation where we
have to start cutting services. If we
stay where we’re currently at, that’s
going to be more and more of an issue.”
Specifically at the site, Edinger
says he hopes to see a family restaurant and the transformation of Horn
Park.
“It’s going to be a new improved
Horn Park. Horn Park, in my estimation, needs to be renovated, make
it more usable and the plan takes it
all into consideration. It will be a
nice place for people to visit,” Edinger said.
The mayor also believes that
more industrial work could be a part
of the site.
“Create more jobs and have more
people living in Brillion because the
bottom line is, we need to grow Brillion to stay efficient at offering the
services that we offer,” Edinger said.

